PU

Energy is loaded with awesome details – including a solid nylon base and the absolute best gas cylinder available. Sit easier and with more comfort in the ergonomic and pressure reliving cold foam
combined with the elastic belts in the seat that provide optimum support and optimize the user
experience of great comfort.
The custom-made PU cover is designed with lots of nice details and it is sweat transporting and
increases the air circulation. So, sit back and let the Energy gaming chair adapt to you while you enjoy
great comfort for endless hours of gaming.

USP

CARBON

Energy is loaded with awesome details – including a solid nylon base and the absolute best gas cylinder available. Sit easier and with more comfort in the ergonomic and pressure reliving cold foam
combined with the elastic belts in the seat that provide optimum support and optimize the user
experience of great comfort.
The custom-made carbon cover is designed with lots of nice details and it is sweat transporting and
increases the air circulation. So, sit back and let the Energy gaming chair adapt to you while you enjoy
great comfort for endless hours of gaming.

•B
 REATHABLE SEAT/BACKREST PU
LEATHER

•U
 P/DOWN ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS

•C
 LASS 4 GAS CYLINDER

•C
 OLD FOAM SEAT
– FOR EXTRA COMFORT

•C
 OOL CARBON & VELVET DECORATIONS
•R
 ECLINE & TILT FUNCTION

•R
 ECOMMENDED MAX. LOAD CAPACITY:
110 KG.

•P
 ROFESSIONAL BUILT-IN BELT SUPPORT
•H
 ANDCRAFTED METAL FRAME

SPECS.

•C
 OLOR VARIATIONS:
PU RED
PU GREEN
PU BLUE
FABRIC BLACK

•D
 EVELOPED & DESIGNED IN THE NORDICS

•5
 -STAR NYLON WHEELBASE

• GROSS WEIGHT: 20.50 KG.
• CARTON SIZE: 83 X 65 X 32.5 CM.
• MAX. LOAD CAPACITY: 110 KG.

•2
 .5” LOW-NOISE WHEELS

PU RED:

160363

PU GREEN:

160364

PU BLUE:

160365

FABRIC BLACK:

160366

